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National Elections

Student effects on election uncertain
Matt Geiger
WINONAN
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With the presidential election just
around the corner, students at Winona
State University are in the cross-hairs
of several groups interested in
persuading them to get out and vote.
On Tuesday, Nov. 2, millions of
Americans will go to the polls to have
their voice heard, casting their vote for
the individual they see best fit to lead
the country.
Recent history shows that college
students don't vote as much as their
older counterparts, however it is the
goal of several organizations this year
to get those numbers up.
National groups such as the League
of Women Voters and campus organizations including the Political Science
Association, student senate and
FORGE, have been involved in registration drives and voter-awareness
campaigns on campus.
League of Women Voters member
Pat Nolan was on campus Thursday to
help students register and answer
questions they might have about the
registration and voting processes.
"I don't think a lot of people know
that they can register here and vote
right on campus," Nolan said.

Election laws state that pre-registration must end 20 days prior to the
election.
That means that as of Tuesday, students can no longer register in Winona

Most people
between the

ages of 18
and 21 still
don't vote.

before election day, said Joan McNeil,
League of Women Voters member.
However, people can still register
at the polls on Election Day, as long as
they come prepared.
Tim Donahue, student senate vice
president, said senate has been doing
its part to make sure that students not
only know when and where to vote,
but how to register at the polls.

He said senators brought registration forms to their classes and took
time at the beginning of each class to
register students.
He said senate will also be distributing pamphlets explaining the types
of identification that students bring
along when they vote to register on the
spot.
Students are getting the "get out
and vote" message from faculty as
well.
"I want my students to vote,"
Christopher Cook, a political science
professor in his first year at Winona
State, said. "Voting is the building
block to a democracy."
Though he encourages all his students to vote, Cook said because voter
turnout among young people is so low
and college students make up only a
small part of the eligible voting population, they may be more important in
local elections than the presidential
race.
"Most people between the ages of
18 and 21 still don't vote," Cook said.
"I don't see this (presidential) election
hinging on the young."
Joe Buchmann, deputy chair of the
Winona County Republicans, points
out that though they may not represent
See Elections, Page 3

The Taming of the Shrew

Sports
Ultimate frisbee club
taking flight at
Winona State
See Frisbee, Page 9

Film Review —
See what film critic
Erik McClanahan
has to say this week
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Two Winona State University students act out a scene from the upcoming student
performance, The Taming of the Shrew. The play opens tomorrow at Winona State's
Performing Arts Center, See Ei Cetera, Page 5.

Heather Henkel/WiNoNAN

Students begin building shacks for their
overnight stay on campus.

Students boxed
in at annual
Shack-A-Thon
Joanna Chinquist
WINONAN

Fourteen Winona State University students
spent the night sleeping in cardboard boxes on
campus Oct. 4 to help other students understand
the harshness of being homeless.
President of Winona State's Habitat for Humanity chapter and event organizer Sarah Hoffman
said the annual Shack-A-Thon went well.
"We definitely made a statement," Hoffman
said.
The group's mission was "to help raise awareness about homelessness and the issue of substandard housing in Winona." Winona State's Habitat
for Humanity chapter held the first Shack-A-Thon
in 2000.
Students struggled to keep warm when
Winona's temperature dipped down to 30 degrees
Tuesday morning, forcing many of the students to
sleep in boxes together.
"Pretty much everyone shared boxes to help
keep in body heat," Hoffman said. "There was
frost and my car was all covered in ice."
Two friends, Rachelle Couillard and Nicole
Hinzie, shared a box to keep warm during their
first Shack-a-Thon.
"It was fun," Hinzie said. "We built windows in
our boxes so we could see what happened outside."
Hoffman said sleep depravation as well as
being cold is all part of the experience.
"The key to staying warm is blankets, sweats,
long pants and a double pair of socks," Hoffman
said. "You have to keep your feet warm."
Hot cocoa in a thermos was provided for the
participants.
Before the event, Co-vice President for Winona
State's Habitat for Humanity chapter Michelle
Schreifels said, "Maybe doing this will help wake
me up because I don't want to live like this."
Hoffman said cell-phone alarm clocks were set
so that people could wake up for class.
"One good thing about this," Schreifels said, "is
that I have a test at 8:40 a.m. and I can just get up
and go to class."
Hinzie said she heard students walking past her
in the morning and asking questions about what
was going on in the courtyard.
A table was set up next to the campsite Tuesday,
See Habitat, Page 3

New Smaug addition estimated at $2.5 million
Amber Dulek
WINONAN

Winona State University's director of
communication said the $2.5 million
Solarium addition to the "pit" of the
Smaug cafe will make life better for students, helping them get a good education.
Tom Grier said, "In times of tuition
increases and budget cuts, we need to
spend our money wisely and Winona
State bases every decision on what's
best for the students."
Joe Reed, Winona State's student
activities director, who has taken the
project under his wing, said he started to
save money for the Solarium addition
more than five years ago after marketing focus groups indicated a need for
more meal service options.
Winona State's student body has
doubled since Kryzsko Commons was
built almost 30 years ago, which often
causes the Smaug to be overcrowded
during peak hours of the day.
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Joanne Bradley, Winona State's student involvement, and they will be
many new food service venues would director of food services, said, "As of looking for student input in the next few
be added, but it was likely a Mexican right now, I don't know the precise months.
The Solarium committee consists of
venue would be added.
impact the renovation will have, but we
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Reed; Winbush; Dick Lande, Winona
State's facilities manager; Steve
Ronkowski, Winona State's facilities
project manager, and Barry Schaub, a
facilities coordinator for Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities.
The three design companies that bid
for the Solarium addition were
Minneapolis-based Perkins & Wills,
who renovated Pasteur Hall, Rochesterbased Yaggy Colby Associates and
Minneapolis-based Partners & Sirney,
who designed the Art Tye lounge and
the Driver's Training building at Southeast Technical.
Reed said the committee has been
reviewing three design proposals and
will be interviewing each of the design
teams on Tuesday.
The design development will begin
in November and should be completed
by January 2005.
Bids for construction will be taken in
June 2005 and the Solarium addition
should be completed by May 2006.

Fax: (507)4575317
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Alcohol violations up at WSU, still
not as high as other universities
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Thee is a fifty percent
chance of showers today.
Highs are in the upper fifties
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extended.. outio-oic
The week starts out with rain mixed with a little snow, then moves into partial cloud cover
and finishes with a few showers.
source: weather.com

Blast from the past .
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Despite disciplinary alcohol referrals rising 82 percent from 2002 to
2003, Winona State University is not a
party school anymore Director of
Security Don Walski said.
The crime stats showed disciplinary drug referrals tripled from seven
in 2002 to 22 in 2003.
In the mid-`90s, Walski, said, "It
was not uncommon to find 200 to
300 people at a party here in Winona."
"We just don't have that reputation
anymore," he said.
Other universities in the area have
dealt with their drinking related crime
the same way Walski dealt with
Winona State's, by cracking down.
In 2003, the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse cited 509 alcohol violations, 40 percent higher than Winona
State and 39 drug violations, almost
double that of Winona State.
Minnesota State UniversityMankato's most recent crime statistics
cited 533 alcohol violations with
146 arrests. Winona State security
reported nine alcohol arrests in 2003.
St. Cloud State University's crime
statistics cited 375 liquor law violations, four percent higher than Winona
State and 26 drug abuse violations,
18 percent higher than Winona State.
Drug and alcohol violations are the

AMPUS SECLJR

Photo archive

Pictured is the 1931 Winonan staff, from the 1931 Wenonah, the old
Winona State yearbook. From left in front row is Myrna Reese, Oletha
Schell, LaVoy Jones, Smith, Maryon Zabel, Ruth H. Lockwood, Catherine Brookner, Gertrude Nelson. Second row from left is Ramona Yates,
Lauretta Speltz, Isfold Josefson, Lillian Skaro, Jeanne Pehrson, Constance Christopher, Ada Moore, Bilben. Top row from left, Frances
Morse, Arthur Tait, Alvin Ziegenfuss, Henry Southworth, Raymond
Happe, Bernard Kramer, Isabelle Ayshford, Eliza Mary Thompson.

Relocated alumni? Parents want
to know what's going on
Subscribe to the VVinonan.
Contact the Editor-in-Chief at

VVinonan@vvinona.edu
for more details.

Oct. 8 — At 1:10 p.m. a
student reported receiving
harassing/threatening phone
calls from another student.
The matter was referred to
the director of security
Oct. 9 — At 2:36 p.m. a
student reported that someone phoned his room
requesting some personal
information and his social
security number. The matter was referred to the director of security.
Oct. 9 — At 3:34 a.m. a
student was found passed
out in the lobby at East
Lake Campus. Police and
EMS were notified.
Oct. 9 — At 7:40 p.m.
Chartwells (Lourdes)
called concerning an
employee who passed out.
EMS was notified. The
employee regained consciousness and did not wish
to be transported.
Oct. 10 —At 3:35 a.m. a
student was cited for
attempting to bring alcohol
in to Lourdes Hall. The

lion's share of what the security staff
deals with on campus, Walski said.
Winona State Campus Security has
changed under Walski's supervision
and will continue to change, Walski
said.
The university is aggressively pursuing the hiring of two full-time security guards. The 60-person security
staff is primarily made up of
students, Walski said.
The students on the security staff
have training from police officers.
"We have great students on staff,
but they are still students," Walski, a
former police officer, said.
"We'd like to see the full-time
security guard positions filled by former police officers" because law
enforcement experience prepares a
guard for "just about anything," he
said.
Walski said Winona State will likely be in search of four to six more fulltime guard positions in the near future.
Long-term future plans for Winona
State will likely include a campus
police department, Walski said.
"We are really safe," Walski said.
"And we've got great response from
the students."
Winona State's crime statistics
show only two violent crimes, both
acquaintance rapes, according to
Walski.
In their most recent crime data

UW-La Crosse, Mankato State and St.
Cloud all reported more forcible sex
offenses, UW-L, eight; Mankato State,
five; St.Cloud, five.
Walski said Winona State is proactive in stopping violent crimes with
programs such as the courtesy phone,
shuttle bus, walking escorts and code
blue alerts.
These programs are used widely on
campus and the comparably low crime
statistics show the programs are
working, he said.
The university deals with much of
its policy violators directly, rather than
handing the situation to authorities,
Walski said.
The criminal justice system moves
"pretty slow, but our system moves
fast," he said.
A violation of Winona State's zero
tolerance drug policy will find a student without a dorm room in two days.
"If you break the rules, it is important that there is an immediate repercussion for your actions," Walski said.
Winona State's success in dealing
with campus crime has not gone
unnoticed.
In early October, Walski was in
Baltimore, MD, giving a presentation
on how to strengthen campus security
to colleges from across the nation
including Clemson, MIT and Georgia
Tech, as well as many smaller
colleges.
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matter was referred to the were cited for an alcohol residence life staff requesthall director.
violation in Prentiss-Lucas. ed assistance from security
Oct. 10 — At 7:15 p.m. a The matter was referred to with a drug violation in
student reported that her the hall director.
Sheehan. The matter was
laptop was stolen at an offOct. 10 — At 11:55 p.m. referred to the hall director.
campus location. The
student was referred to
the Winona Police
Department.
ltraTtA with EMS, AMID CA
Oct. 10 — At 8:45
uperator to Jittialtit44 C4' tatlith Acapulco,
p.m. a student reported
that he received a suspicious phone call earlier
this date. The matter
was referred to the
director of security.
Oct. 10 — At 9:40
p.m. several students
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$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

* Unlike my opponent I
think all students should

established in 1922

vote in the Winona elec-
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tions. You can register to
vote through your student
senate. Then vote for Steve
Delano.
* I have 8 years of experience on the County Board and a
strong record of oppossing large animal feed lots to
protect our drinking water.
*12 years elected experience in city and county
government.
*Community Service experience includes:
-Historical Society
-Winona Housing Authority
-Communities in Schools
-Hiawatha Valley Mental Health
-County Board
-Founder, Winona Legal Aid Society.
Prepared and paid for by Steve Delano for County Commishioner, 257 W. 6th Street, Winona, MN 55987

The Winonan, an
Associated Collegiate
Press Newspaper, was
established in 1922 as
a?: the first student newsA$SCICATED
paper at Winona State
FGIATE
University. The
MESS
Winonan is managed,
funded and operated by
and for members of the WSU community.
Published weekly, the 5,000-circulation
newspaper investigates and reports campus and community news in a timely,
appropriate and relevant manner to readers. Information is delivered lawfully,
objectively, tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of
its budget through advertising sales. Thirty-five percent is provided through student activities fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside the
university are available by contacting the
Editor-in-Chief or the Advertising or
Business Manager.
The Winonan is copyrighted and may
not he reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to:
The Winonan, Winona State University,
Kryzsko Commons, PO Box 5838,
Winona, MN 55987.
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Special Olympics fundraiser remembers Winona State student
Nathan Bortz
WINONAN

Beth Kunce left a legacy at Winona
State University that will never be forgotten.
Winona State's Phi Theta Chi sorority held a fundraiser Saturday night at
Bulls-Eye Beer Hall in memory and
honor of sorority sister Kunce, who died
of heart failure one year ago.
Sorority members sold mugs for
$3 and T-shirts for $10 to Bulls-Eye's
patrons to raise money for the Special
Olympics, a charity Kunce supported.
The pink mugs commemorated the
event and Kunce's spirit bearing a quote
from a poem on her headstone: "Pass
the beer around and remember how my
laughter pleased you."
Krista Meyer, Phi Theta Chi president and event organizer, said "Beth
was such an amazing woman, we can't
let her spirit die."
The sorority raised a total of $600
plus donations for the Special
Olympics.
Emilie Loquai, a Phi Theta Chi

Habitat

alumna, said, "Beth was huge with the
Special Olympics. If she could help
someone, she always helped as much as
she could."
Many people who were not connected with the sorority helped to make the
event a success.
Bulls-Eye manager Travis Dean let
the sorority use the bar to hold the event
and offered to donate a percentage of
what the bar made that night to the Special Olympics.
"Beth was a regular here, and so are
the sisters, so it's no big deal to let them
do it," Dean said. "Besides, all the
money they make goes to a good cause
and the owners like to do something
good for the community at least once a
year."
Bulls-Eye's management found a
band to play for free at the event.
Kung-Fu Chariots, a band from
Saint Mary's University, comprises
sophomores Justin Lebreck, John
Fitzgerald, Matt Bonath and Adam Stasica.
"We came to the rescue when two
other bands backed out," Lebreck said.

Latrisha Green/WINONAN

Phi Theta Chi sorority sisters wore Chicago Cubs jerseys in
remembrance of Kunce's love for the baseball team.

Erick Tieva, of Pi Lambda Phi fraStasica said they didn't mind playternity, said he had no problem donating
ing for free.
"We just want to play," Stasica said. his money to the Special Olympics.
"I bought a mug because I can drink
"It's been a lot of fun tonight. This is the
first show we've played where the peo- Bud Light and because my money could
either go to tipping the bartender or it
pie watching aren't forced to clap."
Some regular bar patrons not only could go to a good cause," Tieva said.
Aside from usual bar patrons and
came to the bar as usual, but they also
ignored the normal drink specials and current Phi Theta Chi sisters, sorority
alumnae were also at the fundraiser.
supported the charity by buying mugs.

Elections

Continued from Page 1

during class-hours, to
answer any questions
students had about the
event or homelessness in
the United States.
Posters, with statistics about homelessness,
were also tied to some of
the trees by the
camp site.
According to the
National Coalition for
Heather HenkeUWINoN \ N
the Homeless, about
2 million people in the The overnight activity was sponsored by Habitat for Humanity.
United States are homeless adults in Southeastern Minless; families with children Winona County adult residents
nesota are employed, and of
and
9.8
percent
of
children
under
represent about 40 percent of
those employed, 72 percent are
age 18 live in poverty.
the homelesspopulation.
employed full-time.
The
Wilder
Research
Center
The 2000 United States Cenfound
that
44.6
percent
of
homesus reports that 12 percent of

Contined from Page 1

a big piece of the voting public, collegeaged voters do vote in
larger numbers in elections when a presidency is up for grabs.
"For example, in
2000, the precinct at
WSU had about 1,000
voters," Buchmann
explained. "In 2002,

there were only about individual," he said.
Ryan Flynn, head of
600 voters.
"We greatly encour- the Winona State chapage everyone to learn ter of the College
about the election Democrats, said, like
process and to become other groups, his orgaan informed voter, so nization will continue
they can vote on the to have informational
facts based on where a tables around campus
candidate stands on the to campaign for his
issues important to the

Want your voice heard? Have a
comment about the Winonan?
E-mail letters to the editor at:
winonan@winona.edu
or submit them in person to the
Winonan office.

The Winonan is
currently accepting
applications for the
Editor-in-Chief position
starting Fall 2005. Please
submit a cover letter,
resume, writing samples and
references by Nov. 1 to Adam
Crowson at the Winonan, or
e-mail the required materials
to winonan@winona.edu .

Government Job
Internship Fair
Friday, October 29, 2004
College of St. Catherine
Ballroom on third floor in Coeur
de Catherine
12:00pm - 5:00pm

Phi Theta Chi alumna Steph HoverMcDonnel said there were three objectives the current sisters wanted to
accomplish: keep Kunce's memory
alive, donate to a cause and continue the
unity of the sisters.
"I feel that the active sisters did an
excellent job of completing all three,"
Hover-McDonnel said. "I'm just so
proud of them."
The sisters also took time at the
event to share memories and personal
stories about Kunce and the effect she
had on people everywhere.
Wendy Prochno, another Phi Theta
Chi alumna, said, "She loved to have
fun and dance. She did this funny dance
that we call 'The Beth Dance.' She
taught a whole bar in New Zealand that
dance."
Loquai said there was no question
whether a benefit party in honor of
Kunce would be held.
"It's been a year, but everyone
pulled together," Loquai said. "Beth
brought a spark to our lives and even
after a year, it's hard to move on."

party's candidate and
remind people of the
importance of being
involved.
"Students have to
remember that politics
isn't just important to
young people, young
people are important to
politics," Flynn said.

Welcome back Students
Quiznos Sub Q--1
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Coupon expires 10/31/04
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Quiznos 174-9999 Bridgeman's 474-COKE

WSU Bookstore

Family Weekend
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You are invited to participate in the first
annual Government Fair sponsored by the
Minnesota College & University Career
Service Association. This is an opportunity
for students and alumni from the
27 participating Minnesota
4-year colleges and universities to meet with
government agencies seeking
professional candidates for opportunities and
internships within their organization .
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Time for us to take a stand
T

Adam
Crowson
Editor-in-Chief

Sara
Johnson
Distribution
Manager

his past month, a 58year-old grandfather
went back to something
he knows well: the military.
His name is Joe Repya, a
retired lieutenant colonel in the
Anny Reserves.
This man, a man who has
already served his time in Vietnam and Desert Storm, is
going back into the military to
fight for something he
believes in. Many of you may
feel this is his problem and
perhaps he is even a fool for
doing it.
To illustrate his resolve in
his decision, Repya said, "As
an American, I could no longer
stand on the sidelines. Some
causes are greater than comforts that we must give up,
including retirement, in order
to pursue their success. This
may be the ultimate support of
our troops' effort, but I'm willing to walk that walk. I am
proud to do my part to bring
the fight to the terrorists."
I reference the lieutenant
colonel because he is a man
that illustrates what it means to

Erik Burns
OP/ED COLUMNIST

be an American. He puts himself over the country when it is
needed. He is a man that is sacrificing all that is important to
him.
I have met the lieutenant; I
have heard him speak to thousands. He believes in what he
is doing and he believes in the
cause. This man is a true
leader, the kind we rarely see
anymore.
You may be saying "Ok, we
get it, where are you going
with this?"
I want us all to see someone
who has passion for what is
going on around him; I want us

to see a man who is willing
to die for a cause; I want
you to see a man that is not
only talk, but action.
I want us, our generation to be this man.
If you don't like what is
going on, do something
about it. If you don't like
how things are run in not
only this country but your
community, organize and
take action.
We have become a generation of people who are complacent and who believe we have
no power. Believe me when I
say, we have all the power. We
just choose not to use it.
We are the generation of the
future. We are the generation
that will have to deal with
major issues like energy, Stem
Cell research, national debt,
terrorism and more.
Don't think these issues are
important or you think they
may be boring?
I will tell you this: these
issues are going to be decided
one way or another, with or
without our input.

These policies will affect
our lives one day; we better
stand up and let our voices be
heard or we will be living in a
country with policies we may
not agree with.
Eighteen to 24-year-olds
have one of the lowest voter
turn out percentages of any age
group or demographic.
Knowing this, we need to
take control of our destiny and
do something about it. Walking around campus playing a
banjo is not going to get anything done except make people
think you are a long-haired
kid.
If you go to the polls and
bring a friend, people will pay
attention to the numbers and
no longer blow off our views.
On Nov. 2, get to the polls,
bring a friend and vote. It is
time for our generation to
stand up and become the leaders history has requested us to
be.

Reach Erik Burns at
ECBurns9212@webmail.wino
na.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Get out and vote Nov. 2
In the first Winonan of fall
2004 was an article about
Winona State's recent tuition
hike as well as a statement
from Dustin Finke, Student
Senate Preiklent,that, "unfortunately there is not much students can do about the increases," I am writing today to
prove that students can have
an impact on their tuition,
here's how:
Voting. This is one way
students are heard. Make sure
to vote for a candidate who
expresses concerns for education funding. All WSU students can vote here in Winona
on Election Day.
Contact your state and
national representatives. Write
letters of complaint or praise,
addressing your stance on particular issues and actions toyour elected officials.
Set up a meeting with your
representative or someone
from his or her office. Join

We invite readers and
Winonan staff members
to share their opinions in
these columns.
The opinions of this
newspaper do not reflect
those of the MnSCU system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff
or student body. Any
questions or comments
should be directed to the
Winonan publication
board, editorial board,
managing editor or
submitted as letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
must be 250 words or
less and received by the
Sunday preceding our
Wednesday publication
dates. Include your full
name, major, year in
school and telephone
number, for publication.
Letters from faculty
members must include
full name, title or department and phone number.
Letters from community members must
include full name,
address and phone
number. We do not run
anonymous letters.
The Winonan edits
for space and relevance
when necessary. The
Winonan doesn't edit for
spelling, grammar or
factual errors and we
reject ads and letters to
the editor deemed inappropriate. All letters
should comply with university policies.
Letters may be sent
via e-mail to Winonan
@winona.edu with
"letter to editor" as the
subject line. They can
also be faxed to 4575317 or delivered to the
Winonan office in
Kryzsko Commons.

politically active groups.
Voluteer. Once you find a
candidate or party that you
think has student's best interests in mind, get the word out.
Most campaigns are run by
volunteers and help is always
needed. Contact your candidate for more information.
In an election year and
every other year, students
have an influence on what we
pay for our public education.
The election is only four
short weeks away. We ARE
the future, but we can make a
difference only if we try.
Jean Tilley
Sophomore
Political Science and Business Administration

Kerry tries to present
presidential image
Op/Ed Columnist Zach
Taylor must be more careful
when he talks of image as his

has now been shown to be partisan.
To counter him: Kerry
relies on presenting a "Presidential" image every bit as
much as (not in response to)
President Bush. How many
times has Kerry relied on the
image of him as the disillusioned, sobered VV who
spoke out against war—in
every single one of his campaigns. And forget the fact that
he labeled all VV's as committers of war atrocities
AFTER his service. Unlike
Republicans, Democrats
would never resort to deception to present a preferable
image, right.
Secondly, Kerry's weakness is his position(s) on the
issues. He pledged then voted
against Funding for our troops
(then complains of their lack
of equipment because of lack
of funds because he voted
against it — but forget that
part), voted for then spoke

against No Child Left Behind,
voted for the President to use
force, but then said he voted to
"threaten." Why would he
vote for war-authorization for
the President not to use it? It
makes that whole vote superfluous and unnecessary; however, Kerry knew what it
meant to vote for authorization — he's trying to have it
both ways.
Kerry is attempting to present the image of the anti-war,
anti-Republican candidate that
will, he hopes, gloss over the
crystal-clear contradictory
image that his political career
magnifies.
There is more, but I am,
unfortunately, limited by
space. Should Zach desire any
more counter-balance, he
needs but write on.
Hans Laage
English
Senior

/

A volunteer from the Winona County
Democratic Farm and Labor office called
me and informed me that a student came
in and said they didn't want to register to
vote because they didn't want to be
selected for jury duty.
Apparently, the rumor circulating
around campus is there is a 90 percent
chance that if you register to vote, you
will get jury duty.
I only have one thing to say if you
believe this baloney...how did you graduate from high school and why are you in
college?
Do you remember back in high school
when you took an American government
class and learned how the electoral
process works, how the executive, legislative and judicial branches work and
how jury selection works? Does anyone
else remember learning this?
You should remember this. If you
went to high school in Minnesota, a class
like this was required in order for you to
graduate from high school.
The electoral process, jury selection,
as well as the system of checks and balances was the main point of the class —
so how exactly did you graduate from

Adam Crowson, Editor-in-Chief

Adam Crowson
EDITOR IN CHIEF

high school and why are you here if you
didn't grasp that concept?
So, to provide support and facts to
debunk this funny rumor, I called Sally
Cumiskey, a county administrator who
handles jury selection.
This is how jury selection works. The
county receives a source list with a number of eligible people in the county. To be
eligible, you have to be 17 or older.
Cumiskey said the numbers on the source
list fluctuates each year.
This year's list is at 29,904, Cumiskey
said. This figure comes from the 3,873
voters registered in Winona County and
the 26,031 licensed drivers in the county.
In a calendar year, there are six terms and
one grand jury term.

For each term, 200 questionnaires are
sent out to potential jurors and for the
grand jury term, 100 questionnaires are
sent. This creates a total of 1,300 questionnaires sent out in Winona County
each year. Do the math. That gives you a
4 percent chance of receiving a questionnaire each year.
After the questionnaires are sent,
Cumiskey said her office hopes to
receive 100 questionnaires of qualified
jurors. So, in one year, there should be
650 qualified individuals selected as
jurors. This gives you a 2 percent chance
of even being a qualified individual if
you even receive a questionnaire.
In the last two terms, Cumiskey said
that only 29 people, out of 200, were
selected in the 18-25 age groups. One
term was 17; another was 12. The probability of you being selected or asked to
serve jury duty is so small, that not registering to vote because of fear for jury
duty selection is a poor excuse. What are
you worried about?
In addition, Cumiskey said if students
are student teaching or have exams, they
are excused. Cumsikey added that most
professors will excuse students for jury
duty.
Reach

WinOnan@winona.edu

ellow Students of Winona State University, welcome to what is hopefully
going to be a time of unprecedented
student involvement in
the United States. My
name is Dusty Finke,
and I am the Student
Senate President here
at Winona State. The
senate has been working hard to register students here at Winona
State to vote in the last
month.
Dusty Finke
Research
and
polls across the
STUDENT SENATE
nation estimate that
PRESIDENT
young people are
going to be heading to the polls like never
before on Nov. 2, surpassing the national
average for voter turnout percentage. For
those of you who have already registered to
vote, thank you! For those of you who have
not, have no fear! Minnesota allows for sameday registration on Nov. 2. I am bringing
more information in the weeks to come about
where to vote and how to same day register.
Furthermore, the student senate will be hosting some debates on campus so that you may
find out information about local candidates
during the week of Oct. 25.
Reach Dusty Finke at 457-5316 or at
DDFinke6356@webmail.Wil7011a.edu.
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Funny rumor has no merit
heard a really good rumor the other
day.

Involvement
on rise for
students

Notice to readers
■ The Winonan does not print
anonymous letters to the editor.
The limit for letters
is 250 words.
Your name, major, year in
school and a phone number
are required for print.
■ Letters should comply with
the university's policies.
■ Letters are printed based on
the discretion of the Editorial
board of the Winonan.
■ We do not correct spelling,
grammar or factual errors.
Letters from community
members must include full name,
address and phone number.
Or read the policy to the far
left of this page.

■

■

■

■

The Winonan is taking
applications for the Editor-In-Chief
position (starting Fall 2005). Please
submit application materials by
Nov. 1, 2004 to Adam Crowson in
the Winonan office or to John Weis
in Phelps 113D. Please submit a
resume, cover letter, clips, references and letters of
recommendation. Submissions
can be e-mailed to: Winonan@
winona.edu

(507) 457-5119
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Et Cetera
'The Taming of the Shrew' opens tomorrow
Heather Stanek

out of popularity.
Jeffrey Mosser, a senior theater and psychology major who
plays Petruchio, said the play is
still significant today because the
,battle of the
sexes has a long
history.
"The game
has been played
for hundreds of
years and we're
just doing Shakespeare's version,"
he said.
Andy Knauff,
house manager
and theater student, said the
play also echoes
the conflict that
has occurred
between sexes in
real life.
"Theater is a
mirror of life.
Life changes and
societies change
and the theater
reflects this
change," he said.

Sannerud said besides actors,
the scenery, music and lights also
are important contributors to the
play's atmosphere.
"Everything put on stage has

Colleen McMahon, scenic
artist and second-year theater
WINONAN
major, said her crew used paint,
The Winona State University
stain, brushes, rollers, tarps, and
Theater and Dance Department's
other art supplies to create
performance of William Shakescenes that
speare's "The Taming of the
will give the
Shrew" is tomorrow in the Peraudience a
forming Arts Center.
feel for the
Directed by Vivian Fusillo,
production's
the five-act comedy tells the
humor.
story of an outspoken woman
Making
named Katharine and Petruchio,
the scenery
a man determined to make her
involved a
subservient to him.
lot of experiPeggy Sannerud, production
mentation
manager and theater professor,
and particisaid the performance is like a
pation by
game between the sexes.
other crew
"It is a game of politics and a
members,
game of culture," she said.
she said.
She said Petruchio is in
Jim Dansearch of money, while
neker, techKatharine wishes to leave her
nical director
father's house to escape from his
who builds
dominance.
and supervisWritten in the 1590's, this
es scenery
play is considered by many peodevelopple to be one of Shakespeare's
ment, said he
more risque works because it
was unsure
incorporates humor into controof how many
versial issues involving women's
students total
rights.
T.J. Johnson, a
helped him
Sannerud said the play isn't sophomore playbecause so
Doug Sundin/Winonan
performed very often due to its ing Grumio, said
many took
content relating to male domi- the audience will Actor Jeffrey Mosser flips Denise Ruemping, while T.J. part in creatJohnson poses in the background during a practice of
nance.
enjoy "the raning sets.
"It is repugnant to people," dom side jokes "The Taming of the Shrew." The play opens tomorrow.
Building
Sannerud said.
involved with
scenery is
She said the feminist move- everyone on stage, mixed with to have an artistic purpose. It all exciting because there is always
ment that occurred several the excitement and wonderful must communicate the mes- something new to make, Dandecades ago also forced the play scenery."
sage," she said.
neker said.

WINONAN

As part of the lecture and film
series "In the wake of fascism," an
English professor at Winona State
University will explain the connection between misdirected religious
beliefs and the controversial film,
"The Passion of the Christ."
Doug Hayes, a professor who specializes in medieval literature and
culture, said the lecture will focus on
how religion was manipulated in the
past to advance a group's ideas.
He said this doesn't make the
"Passion" a negative film, it just portrays a part of historical violence
among religious groups.
The film will be mentioned in the
lecture, but spectators should expect
to hear more about the underlying
themes, rather than a film review,
Hayes said.
"What is much more interesting is
reading into what's behind it," he
said.
He said the lecture will explain the
history of violence that is portrayed in
the film.
Hayes said it will inform people of
how and why affective piety was misdirected in ancient Europe to promote
anti-Semitism, which feeds into fascism.
While the Holocaust will be a
major discussion topic, Hayes said
the lecture will also focus on earlier
groups that inspired the Nazi's
actions.
He said medieval societies created
their own interpretations of Christian
doctrines to foster violence against
Jews, which continued up to World
War II.
This violence applied to all of
Europe, and not just Germany, Hayes
said.
To offer an example, he said many
of his students were unaware that in
1290 all Jews in England were subjected to property seizures, slaughter,
and expulsion from the country.
One of the lecture's goals is to tell
people that Nazi beliefs came from a
long history of anti-Semitism in
Europe.
"The Holocaust was unprecedented in its horror," Hayes said. "But
things like that don't just emerge
from nowhere."
Hayes said many students are
unaware of this because they don't
often study the Middle Ages outside
of the university setting.

The lecture will be held at 7 p.m.,
Nov. 4 in Stark Auditorium.
It will also feature English professor Chris Buttram, who will discuss
why writer T.S. Eliot has been
accused of being a fascist.
Previous events in the series
included "The Nasty Girl," a German
film, a lecture on the clashes between
anarchists, fascists, and communists,
and a speech about how Germans
supported their actions during the
Holocaust.
An event also was held to explain
how fascism changed with each
leader that used it.
On Oct. 14, John Francis Docherty, a lecturer from Scotland, will
describe the movement of Jews back
to Germany after World War II.
"Bonhoeffer," a film about a theologian who was executed for the
attempted assassination of Hitler, will
be shown at 7 p.m., Oct. 21 in Stark
Auditorium.
Two lectures will be held on Oct.
28th and will concern the role of religion in spreading Nazism and how
certain churches assisted Hitler.
The last lecture will be Nov. 11
and will explain how artist Anselm
Kiefer's work expresses the need to
come to terms with German history.
Jim Armstrong, an English professor and series organizer, said the fascism lectures are part of a goal to
increase liberal arts learning on campus.
The Consortium for Liberal Arts
Promotion wanted to give students
the opportunity to learn outside of the
classroom, he said.
With sponsorship from Lutheran
Campus Ministries and a Thrivent
Corporation grant, Armstrong said he
hopes the series will encourage students to discuss what they have
learned and interact with one another.
Armstrong said liberal arts faculty
chose to discuss Fascism because
many professors expressed an interest
in teaching others about it.
It is important to recognize Fascism because it is "one of the great
political evils," Armstrong said.
He said one of the rewarding
aspects of the series is doing cooperative work with other faculty.
Hayes said what he enjoys most
about it is interacting with others and
making learning an exciting process.
"The whole act of sharing knowledge: that's always the greatest pleasure," he said.

Kennedy Ihezie wasn't shut out by

"The techAmerican Idol judges in a Sept. 28
niques to build
competition. The judges at the
stay the same,
competition were judges hired by
but we're conFOX fest, not American Idol. Ihezie
stantly creating
may also attend a formal American
artwork. That's
Idol audition in San Francisco to
what's so nice
compete for the show.
about the job:
it's not an
assembly
ence
will
line," he
enjoy the play
said.
because direcDan tor Fusillo is
e
e I iS ,a m I rneker said
known for her
he enjoys
,ife
e
"great shows"
the work,
and has made
but also
the experience
ailge
underfun for both
stands
cast and crew.
what it's
"I think the
like to be a
audience will
performer
like watching
because he
the play
himself did
because they
acting in
will be able to
college.
see that the
"I have
actors are havgreat empathy and sympathy for ing such a good time, which will
the performers. I know what cause the audience to also have a
they're doing," he said.
good time," she said.
Freshman Ryan Seifert, who
"People are going to enjoy the
is responsible for the play's newer approach to Shakespeare
sound design, said he liked ana- that is used throughout the show:
lyzing the work and determining a playful, joyous, and silly
what music would be appropri- atmosphere," she said.
ate.
Actress Erin Czepinksis said,
Using his laptop to bum "I think people who are either
CD's, Seifert said he gathered afraid of understanding or liking
sound effects and songs to add to Shakespeare or believe it's all
"Shrew's" energized production. boring will get a pleasant surSophomore Suzin Hoaglund, prise."
who plays Bianca, said the audi-

Profs to lecture
about 'The Passion'
for Fascism series

Heather Stanek

CORRECTION

Blues singer
returns to
Winona for
concert
Adam Krahn
WINONAN

Adam Krahn/Winonan

Two bands played in the gazebo for the GarageBand and Make-aMovie contest kick-off last week, but the performance was cut
short after police recieved complaints about the noise level.

Police shut down
MUG concert
Adam Krahn
WINONAN

Police cut short a concert last
Wednesday.
After responding to noise complaints, Winona police to Winona
State University to shut the gazebo
concert down.
Two punk rock bands from the
Twin Cities, Casa Natra and Autumn
Dervish, were scheduled to perform
in the campus gazebo until 9 p.m.,
but had to quit about 20 minutes
early. •
The bands were invited down by
Winona State clubs to mark the kickoff of GarageBand Fest and Make-aMovie, contests for which students
can create songs or short film for a
chance at prizes, Mac Users Group
leader Mike Williams said.
The Mac Users Group, Music
Business Club and National Broadcast Society organized the event.
The bands weren't paid for the
concert, Williams said, but the
National Broadcast Society and
Music Business Group worked
together to record the event for the
purpose of making music videos to
give to the musicians.
Depending on how the videotape
is edited, there may be footage of a
nearby resident marching up to the
lead singer of Autumn Dervish
between songs and asking him just
what the heck was going on.
"We were hired by the university,"
he replied, but they turned the amps

down a bit. He did, however, make it
clear that he wasn't happy: "Is the
Man happy now?" he shouted.
Campus security stopped by twice
to relay noise complaints and the volume was dropped at each warning,
but that wasn't enough. In fact,
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy said,
two officers reported that they could
hear the music from Fifth Street.
There was confusion over the
response to complaints, as the city's
noise ordinance isn't in effect until
10 p.m. Minnesota law has a public
nuisance ordinance that is always
effective.
Security Director Don Walski said
that security wasn't warned about the
concert and, although it's not a
requirement, a heads-up would have
helped security to handle the situation without the police being called.
Walski said Winona State students
weren't the cause of the high levels
of noise. The bands were responsible
for the noise, he said, adding that
their attitudes will probably keep
them from being invited back to campus.
Williams disagrees with the latter
assumption. Organizers were happy
with the gazebo show, despite the
early shut-down.
The Music Business Group is considering holding a battle of the bands
to which both Casa Natra and
Autumn Dervish would be invited,
Williams said.

Blues music isn't all sorrow and sadness, and
bluesman Guy Davis intends to prove it when he
performs in Winona this Saturday.
"It's folksy," he said. "It's like sitting on the
porch with a chicken wing in your left hand and a
beer in your right hand."
His Winona performance is part of the "Arts
Beneath the Bluffs" series sponsored by Wells
Fargo Bank and the Theatre du Mississippi.
Davis performed in Winona last year and
received a standing ovation after nearly every
song, Theatre du Mississippi co-founder Will
Kitchen said. "It was, by far, our most popular
concert," he said.
Its off to a good start this year as well. People
from Wisconsin Dells, Wis. and north of the Twin
Cities; and others from all over the region; have
been calling to order tickets, Kitchen said.
Davis couldn't nail down how this weekend's
show will differ from last year's, but music isn't a
hard science. "People should come expecting to
have a good time," he said.
Davis's talent and passion for the blues earned
him nominations for the "Best Acoustic Artist" and
"Best Acoustic Album" categories of the W.C.
Handy Awards — the blues industry's equivalent
of the Grammy's.
"He's a well-respected bluesman," Blues Foundation Director Jay Sielman said. "In his genre,
he's certainly in the top echelon."
In the new album he's promoting, "Legacy,"
Davis addresses the relationship between modern
culture and its roots in a musical debate with his
son, a fan of rap, about the place of blues in the
present.
Blues is the legacy of the black culture in this
country and, in one way or another, of all people,
Davis said.
It's tied into the passing of stories from generation to generation, he said. "Storytelling is what
makes civilization. It's what makes culture."
Schools teach reading and math and science, he
said, but stories, fact or fiction, say who people are
and pass on the spirit of a heritage.
That's why Davis's music isn't as mournful as
is often expected of blues: He's part of a tradition
in an ongoing legacy.
"Blues makes me feel alive," Davis said. "The
audience hopefully will feel one-tenth of what I
feel when I learn a song."
Davis will perform at the Masonic Temple Theatre, 255 Main St., at 8 p.m. Saturday. Student
tickets are $8; all others are $10 in advance and
$12 at the door. Ticket information is available
from Theatre du Mississippi's Web site or by calling 457-7530.
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gn up for Housing!

Football details not accurate
in 'Friday Night Lights'

Now is the time to sign
a lease for next year's housing.
The BEST places for not year
always rent in the fall!
Muff City, Prwerties featuntin

Bluff City Properties 1sWinotta's
biggest and best rwovkier of
off-campus apartments and houses

•Great lookti ons (dose to WM,
• Off-street parkiviyvtrages

Visit our fittings at
snsw.winonastudenthousing,corn
o call us today at

I Central air
* On-site laundry

.

454-4444 or 450.3288
for the best selection of
top-quality rental properties1

* Dishwashers & disposals
* some with jaourti tubs!

Don't'
miss this great opportunity to rive
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Erik McClanahan
FILM REVIEWER

"Triday Night Lights
MoYfe Type
SpOrts.Drama

lkiiiining Time
117 Minutes
pireeted by
Peter perg
Cast
Bill +
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n okb 0 Thornto

B lack , arrett He

ball career and even a player
who everyone refers to as "the
preacher" (a strange detail
because this character never
talks and we never find out
what makes this kid quiet, he
just is the quiet kid).
The young actors playing the
athletes look the part, but they
don't flesh out their characters
or breathe any life in to them.
Billy Bob Thornton performs
nicely in the standard head coach
role. He yells at practice, gives
rambling, overblown speeches
that inspire his players to perform at their best and looks like a
football coach.
But my biggest pet peeve
with sports movies is when they
screw up the details. Almost all
sports movies screw up the little
details that give a sports film
authenticity and a realistic feel.
"Friday Night Lights" is no different than past sport movies.
People in the movie dress like its
1988, but the players on the field

look, act, celebrate and play like
it's 2004.
The games also lack suspense, mainly because many of
t
the games are pieced together
con
like a cheesy highlight reel.
teen drinking and sports
Many of the on-the-field shots
action
lack context because it appears
the game scenes were edited
Rapt ng
together at random.
2 stars out of 5••,• .',
"Friday Night Lights" is
about small-town football in
Rating Guide:
Texas. It is sad to think that there
star = the west of the
are people who still hold on to
worst
their high school championship
stars forgettable
rings and letter jackets, but the
3 stars decent
film shows people all throughout
stars great
the town of Odessa who do this
Stars A-="'classic '
very thing.
The film captures the town
characters and their different
right
down to the accents and
struggles with playing football
chew
spit, but the characters
for a town that has nothing else
never
develop
on screen the way
going for it.
they
probably
did in the book
The main characters are never
fully developed and they become (I've heard the book is rather
simple sports cliches by the end good). By the time the film
of the movie. There is the quar- ended and the season was over
terback who struggles with tak- for the team, I forgot about "Friing control of the team, the star day Night Lights" faster than an
running back who injures him- old high school athlete still
self and loses a promising foot- clinging on to past glories.
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Swiss cheese gives variety to
boring meals and snacks

LE -JAL
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"Friday Night Lights" is a
football movie that strives to be
about more than just football.
My football-loving friends
would be disappointed in me,
but the film falls apart because
of these ambitions.
Director Peter Berg isn't
afraid of tackling harsh, violent
material — his first feature was
the dark and disturbingly humorous "Very Bad Things"—and he
continues this trend with "Friday
Night Lights."
With its unflinching look at
Texas high school football and
the pressures put on teenage kids
by championship-hungry townspeople, "Friday Night Lights"
comes off as a football movie
made by people who don't like
football.
The look of the film is grainy
and drained of most colors to
show the grittiness of the small
town the players live in. Berg
uses a flashy, stylized look for
the film that involves a lot of
hand-held camera shots, distant
landscapes with one road going
through what looks to be the
middle of nowhere and many
quick jump cuts of on-the-field
action.
I enjoyed the use of shaky
camera movements for the football action to give the audience a
feeling of being in the middle of
a real game, but it is used to an
exhausting degree and by the end
of the film you may not be able
to tell what is going on in some
scenes.
"Friday Night Lights" is
based on the bestseller by H.G.
Bissinger. It is the true story of
the Permian Panthers of Odessa,
Texas, and their 1988 season.
Odessa, Texas, is a small
town in every sense of the word.
The high school football stadium
is bigger than some college stadiums and the town itself shuts
down for the Friday night football games. The film does a good
job showing how serious people
take football in that part of the
country.
The story follows five main

Phone: 952542-8417
ttr/vivrittr.m paralegal coin

Have an idea? Send it to:
wsu etc@yahoo.corn

When I was a little kid, I called Swiss cheese, shredded Swiss or Baby Swiss on casseroles and
mouse cheese. Why? Because the mice ate the baked potatoes. Swiss cheese can also be used for
cheese, and thus the little holes... ok, so if that is fondue, omelets and scrambled eggs.
not really why there are holes in Swiss cheese, then
While we are on the subject of cheese, many of
why?
you have probably seen the new campaign that the
In order to understand why there
Dairy Management, Inc. and the
are holes we need to first underNational Dairy Council are prostand the cheese making process.
moting called 3-A-Day. According
Most people know that bacteria are
to the association, dairy provides
used to produce cheese. Different
nine essential nutrients including
bacteria mixed together create difcalcium and protein. The Ameriferent flavors. Three types of bactecan Dairy Association suggests a
ria are used to make Swiss cheese.
serving of milk, cheese and yogurt
Propionibacter shermani is the bacis a good balance in your day and
teria that is the cause of the holes
can even help you lose weight!
Megan O'Connell
in the cheese. When PropionibacThe nutrients, especially calciter shermani is added and then warmed , F OOD
OOD COLUMNIST um may help burn and break down fat.
carbon dioxide bubbles
The 3-A-Day Web site,
form. These bubbles develwww.3aday.org has a
Swiss Chicken (From a Ilrecipes.com )
op into the holes. If you
variety of suggestions
Servings: 4
change the acidity, temperaon ways to incorporate
Ingredients:
ture and curing time of the
dairy into your daily
4 skinless, boneless chicken breasts
cheese mixture, you can
schedule.
1/2 (10.75 ounce) can condensed cream
control the size of the holes.
For all of those out
of chicken soup
The USDA has made
there who base what
2 tablespoons and 2 teaspoons of water
guidelines that require a regthey eat on nutritional
4 slices SwisS - cheese
1 cups Italian seasoned bread crumbs
ulation on the size of Swiss
facts, Swiss cheese is a
1/4 cup butter
cheese holes. It seems that
good source of calcithe larger holes were being
um, but is high in satuDirections:
caught in slicing machines!
rated fat. A 14 gram
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F(175
There are different types
serving (or two triangle
degrees C).
2. In a 9x 13 inch baking dish, layer the
of Swiss cheese. There is
squares of Swiss) has
chicken breasts, soup and water. Top each
Swiss, which has big holes
50 calories, 4 grams of
breast with a slice of Swiss cheese, then
and is shiny and yellow. The
fat
and 4 grams of protop it all with the breadcrumbs. Cut the
flavor is sweet to sharp and a
tein,
0 carbohydrates
butter or margarine into pads and place
little nutty. Baby Swiss has
and 15 milligrams of
them over the top of the casserole. Bake in
the preheated ovqn for 45 minutes. Let
little holes and is light yelcholesterol.
cool and serve.,
low or ivory. The flavor of
Overall, Swiss is
Baby Swiss is buttery, and
sometimes considered
sweet.
an acquired taste, but 1
Baby Swiss goes well with fruity white wines, suggest that next time you are in the grocery store,
ice tea and apple cider. If you do a fruit and veg- instead of grabbing Cheddar think about trying
etable tray, try adding Swiss cheese along with something different and grab Swiss instead!
strawberries, grapes and Melba toast.
Information taken from:
Swiss goes will with Riesling, Merlot, Caberhttp://ask.yahoo.com/ask/20020610.html
net Sauvignon, or apple juice. Apples, pears and
http://www.ilovecheese.com/cheeseprofile.asp
grapes compliment Swiss as well. Swiss with mus- ?Cheese-Swiss (American Dairy Association)
tard on pumpernickel bread is a great snack. The
http://www.wisdairy.com/cheeseinfo/cheesecyWisconsin Milk Marketing Board suggests trying clopedia/cheesecyclopedia.asp
-
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Green Lantern presents music series
Will Maravelas
WINONAN

Every Friday this October the Green
Lantern Coffee House will be presenting
its second annual Experimental Music
Series that hopes to open up new ideas
from non-traditional musicians, artists
and disc jockeys.
Green Lantern's music director, Robert
Armstrong, said the Green Lantern is
known for presenting novelty musicians
to Winona.
Armstrong, also known as Dr. Bob,
said he wanted to present an open forum
where musicians, music fans and spectators could come together to experience
something far from the norm.
No Age Sectile, a group from Winona,
will be the featured act this Friday for the
series.
Armstrong, who is also a member of
the group, said No Age Sectile is a group
of musicians who use metal and jazz to

create musical ideas that are often left
unexplored.
Armstrong said, "The group is a progressive, beat-driven, transient noise
band."
The group utilizes percussive devices,
live instruments, and sound clips to create
something that isn't quite noise, but isn't
usually considered music, Armstrong
said.
The group's live performance is "a
phenomenon that can't be explained
unless yoil experience it for yourself,"
Armstrong said.
The group welcomes both spectators
and other musicians to come on stage to
perform with them at their live shows.
There is no prior planning needed to participate.
Any type of "instrument" can be used
— adding to the chaos of the musical
landscape, Armstrong said.
"The more participants there are in the
music will add to the mayhem," Arm-

strong said. "People can walk off the
streets, come in and be part of the band."
He said the experience listeners
encounter will be unique to that moment
due to the spontaneity of the music.
The series is not only a musical event
but also a forum where people can present
other forms of art they have created, he
said.
In addition to musical performers,
Armstrong said he enjoys showing student film projects through the series.
"Student's can use our screen as a test
pilot for their projects," he said.
The series also played host to the
strange phenomenon conference dealing
with UFO sightings and other conspiracy
theories, Armstrong said.
"The whole series is meant to expose
people to new ideas," he said.
All the events in the series are leading
up to the performance by the "spooky"
blues guitarist, Charlie Parr on Oct. 30.

Duluth students get to know neighbors
DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — For the
four years Kristin Regas and her husband
lived near the University of Minnesota Duluth, they called police whenever student parties got out of hand.
After a party of their own recently,
Regas and her husband believe they may
have a new approach.
"We think that maybe now we can go
directly to these kids and ask them if they
can quiet it down," said Regas, a schoolteacher.
Her party, hosted with neighbors, was
one of about nine near Duluth's college
campuses. The get-togethers were part of
a second annual effort to improve relationships between college students living
off campus and families living near campus.
Students and homeowners have
clashed over things such as loud, latenight parties, parking in yards, trash, foul
language and other behavior that's anything but neighborly.
The, gatherings were all hospitality and
friendliness. Some were held under party
tents, others on blocked-off streets.
Grills smoked with brats, burgers and
chicken legs. Tables were covered with
home-baked bars. And the air was filled
with "hellos," "nice to meet yous" and
smiles.
At the Regas party, a sign-in sheet
shared the sweets table, allowing everyone to share names and phone numbers.
"It's good to know your neighbors and
to have better relations with your neighbors, no matter who your neighbors are,"
Regas said. "You don't want them just
mad at you all the time."

"This is a great idea," said co-host
Brian Shand from across the street. "We
can put a face and a name with people in
the neighborhood now. So instead of calling police when there are problems, we
can just say, "Hey Sarah."
Two Sarahs who live on the same
block agreed that's a good thing. Both are
Minnesota Duluth seniors from Williston,
N.D. And both want to make sure their
first year of no problems in the neighborhood continues unblemished.
"It's easier living anywhere if you
have neighbors who feel comfortable
enough to come up to you and talk to
you," said Sarah Bustad, who's studying
community health.
"We get along great with pretty much
everyone. Something like this will only
help that," said Sarah Wahl, a communications and psychology student.
The parties stern from two groups that
were organized over the past two years as
friction increased between college renters
and their homeowner neighbors.
Campus Neighbors is a resident group
formed in fall 2002 to brainstorm solutions. Better Neighbors is a student group
created last fall. Its members compile and
share lists of off-campus students, their
addresses and phone numbers. This year,
homeowners in 40 Duluth neighborhoods
will get information on their student
neighbors.
"The idea is if anyone has an issue
with a college student, they know who
they can call," said Dan Hartman, a Minnesota Duluth senior who helped start
Better Neighbors. "It works."
Friction between neighbors and stu-

Show your Student 1.D.
and receive a FREE small
fry and drink with any
THICKIIIIROtIl- purchase

dents has increased with rising student
populations. Higher education enrollment
in Duluth jumped 34 percent from 1993
to 2001, according to a 2003 News Tribune analysis. Off-campus student populations rose from 10,036 to 12,156
between 1996 and 2001.
The trends continued this year with
record enrollments at Minnesota Duluth.
Greg Fox, the school's vice
chancellor of finance and
operations, said about 6,800
Minnesota Duluth students
live off campus, most within
two miles of the school.
"We certainly want everyone to get along," Fox said.
"Neighbors who know each
other have a better chance of
creatin ; positive relationships. You get to know someone and the respect level goes
up."
Each fall, the university
hands out fliers to _ its offcampu.. students, detailing
ways they can be better
neighbors.
"College kids are people,
too," said Judy Brown, an
almost-retired lawyer who
hosted one of the parties.
"We've got some pretty
nice college students in this
neighborhood and some pretty nice neighbors," Brown
said. "I just though it'd be
nice if everyone met each
other."

"We had fun in high school, but there is nothing true
about that movie. Yet, I am having to deal with it all the
time," Floyd said in a press release issued by Robbins.
Houston attorney Ernest Freeman, co-counsel in the
suit, said Slater has had problems because people make
assumptions that he takes illegal drugs.
The lawsuit is a challenge to movie makers who use
the names and likenesses of ordinary people for profit, he
said.
None of the men gave Linklater
permission to use their names, Freeman said.
Slater now runs a construction and
remodeling company in Huntsville,
Floyd works at a local car dealership
and Wooderson has a job in the technology sector, Freeman said.
Robbins, who specializes in entertainment law, said the lawsuit was filed
in Santa Fe because it has a longer
statute of limitations than other states
() 1.1
for claims of defamation and false
light.
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Men sue 'Dazed and Confused' filmaker
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — Three Texas men say they
were not as "Dazed and Confused" in high school as filmmaker Richard Linklater made them out to be in his
movie of the same name.
The men's Santa Fe attorney, Bill Robbins III, filed a
civil lawsuit against Universal Studios here on Thursday.
The suit was prompted by the 2002 DVD release of
the 1993 cult classic, which follows the drug and alcohol
fueled hijinks of teenagers on the last day of high school
in May 1976.
The plaintiffs — Bobby Wooderson, Andy Slater and
Richard "Pink" Floyd — say their former high-school
classmate Linklater used their names and likenesses to
create characters with the same surnames when he wrote
the screenplay.
The men, who still live in Huntsville, Texas, where
they went to high school, claim in the suit that the negative characterizations in the film caused them to suffer
"relentless harassment, embarrassment and ridicule."
A telephone message left Saturday for Linklater's
agent was not immediately returned.
The fictional characters in the movie drove fast cars,
smoked marijuana, talked dirty and threw a keg party on
the last day of school.
The men say when the movie became a popular home
video, it made their lives miserable and their neighbors
thought poorly of them.

r> Hardee's
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Instructor says Mix punk rock and yoga and you'll get relaxation
SEATTLE (AP) — The guitarist
plugs in his amp, and the yoga instructor strips off her baggy skull-patterned
boxers to reveal black bike shorts.
They both warm up for the latest
twist on an ancient practice: punk rock
yoga.
Power yoga, baby yoga, kickboxing
yoga, and now this. Has yoga fusion
finally gone too far? After all, yoga is a
spiritual discipline aimed at creating a
sense of deep quiet and inner peace,

FRIDAYS

while punk rock is all about being
"It shouldn't be a thing that just skinundisciplined and LOUD.
ny people do," Jensen said. "That's not
It makes sense to instructor Kimber- what yoga should be."
lee Jensen.
Jensen was inspired by the success of
"It's the whole do-it-yourself ethic," Punk Rock Aerobics, the brainchild of
said. Jensen, 34. "Punk is democratic, two Boston women who turned classic
nonhierarchical — that's definitely the punk moves into a real workout. Blastway I like to approach it."
ing The Sex Pistols and Blondie works
Her free, weekly classes are held at for aerobics, but Jensen knew she would
an all-ages nightclub and aimed at need something a little mellower.
The live music in her classes doesn't
teenagers and adults who wouldn't be
caught dead in a health club.
sound anything like punk. It has ranged
from Arabic drumming to a saxophone
and flute to the current house band, solo
electric guitarist
Christopher
Hydinger.
The music is
go&
quiet
and peaceful,
Pub & Ptzzeria
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She eschews a fancy studio with mirrored walls for a dark, black-painted
nightclub. She banishes rows of yoga
mats in favor of a circle arranged
around a plate of flickering votive candles. She knows plenty of serious yoga
people wouldn't approve of her methods, but it doesn't worry her.
"I get new people in off the street
every time," Jensen said. She especially
remembers one student who told her,
"This is the first physical thing I've
done where I haven't felt made a fool
of."
Jensen smiled. "That," she said, "is
what yoga should be."
Erik Englund, 28, has been attending
Jensen's classes for about a year. He
said the nightclub setting intrigued him,
and the health benefits and relaxed
atmosphere kept him coming back.
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flowing with the yoga poses — but still
"raw and organic" like punk, Jensen
points out.
One of her favorite music moments
was when an acoustic guitar duo performed easy-listening versions of punk
classics such as "God Save the Queen."
The class and instructor broke out in
giggles.
"A lot of people who come probably
would not respond to traditional Hindu
music," Jensen said. "That's probably
heresy, I'm sure."
A longtime fitness instructor, Jensen
has practiced yoga for eight years and
began training as a teacher about a year
ago. The punk yoga class started last
year to satisfy the community outreach
requirement of her training, but it was
so popular she's kept it going. She
teaches a flowing Hatha style yoga.
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This Week in Warriorland

Football

Volleyball

Warriors 41, Bemidji State 28

Concordia-St. Paul 3, Warriors 0

Women's Soccer

Women's Golf

Warriors 3, Upper Iowa 0
Warriors 6, UM-Crookson 0
Warriors 2, Bemidji State 0

2nd of 7 teams at NSIC Championships

Men's Golf
1st of 7 teams at NSIC Championships

Football vs. Northern State, Sat., 12:30 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Upper Iowa, Today, 7 p.m.
Volleyball at Concordia-St. Paul, Sat., 3 p.m.
Volleyball at MSU-Mankato, Tue., 7 p.m.
Soccer at MSU-Moorhead, Sat., 1 p.m.
Soccer at Northern State, Sun., 1 p.m.

Next Week
■ The cross country teams host the annual
Winona Triangular, catch all the results.
■ Men's and women's golf finished the fall
season this week, see the team's reactions.
■ Catch up on the rest of the Warrior action
from this week.

Wrobel leads
Winona State
past Bemidji

Warrior men
beat Bemidji

Senior quarterback throws for
two scores, runs for another in
big win over Bemidji State

BECKER, Minn. — The Winona State University men's golf team capped their fall season by
taking the Northern Sun Intercollegiater Conference Championship, held at the Pebble Creek Golf
Course.
If there is such a thing as a blowout in golf, this
was it. Winona finished ahead of Bemidji State
University by 32 strokes to earn first place.
And if that wasn't enough, Winona golfers took
four of the top five spots on the leaderboard.
Sophomore Brett Toftness was the individual
winner, shooting 77-70 for a 3-over-par 147.
Freshmen Troy Merritt and Matt Horel stepped
up to the big time in college golf. Merritt finished
in third place with 151 and Horel took fifth with
153.
Senior Justin Carrier squeezed in between
those two, taking fourth place with 152.
Sophomore Eric Loeffler struggled through
both rounds and had his worst finish of the year,
but still managed 11th place with 158.
As a team, Winona State shot 305-295 for a
two-day total of 600. After Day 1, the Warriors'
lead was 15 strokes, and the team was on cruise
control after that.
Pristine weather on day two enabled WSU to
shoot their best team score of the year.
Head coach Mark Bambenek was ecstatic
about his team's play, and said, "We had a great
first round, jumped out to a big lead, and then we
played even better on Day 2. We had a great weekend, you always want to play your best golf at the
conference meet, and then we go out and have our
best tournament of the year.
"Brett and Justin stepped up huge," Bambenek
said. "They had been kind of slumping lately, but
usually improving each tournament, and this
weekend they played awesome."
About his two freshmen medal winners, Bambenek was even more proud.
"Horel and Merritt were two big surprises this
fall," Bambenek said. "I mean, we knew they
were good, they both had outstanding high school
careers, but this weekend they both played really
well and put up great numbers."
Horel actually went to Boise State University
for a year to play Division I golf, but ended up taking two years off before transferring to Winona
State. Merritt was fifth in the Minnesota State
High School Golf Meet last year.
The conference championship was the men's
last tournament of the fall.
Like the women, they will take a break until
May. Coming next week: season highlights and
reaction from the team.

Dan

Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

BEMIDJI, Minn. — Senior quarterback Brian
Wrobel showed no ill effects from a knee injury
that kept him out last week on Saturday, leading
the Winona State University football team to a key
win over Bemidji State University.
Wrobel completed 17 of 28 passes for 363
yards, threw two touchdowns and ran for 66 yards
and another score, accounting for 81.3 percent of
the Warriors' offense in the 41-28 Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference win.
The game was the biggest of the year so far for
Winona State, which is now in control of the conference race being the only unbeaten team left.
"Brian had a big day for us," said Sawyer,
whose defense held the Beavers' conference-leading offense to just 276 yards. "We've played in a
lot of big games over the years, so this was just
another big game for us."
That may have been the biggest advantage
Winona State had over Bemidji, which has not
experienced football success since a conference
championship in 1959.
The Beavers (2-1 NSIC, 5-2 overall) started
with the ball and moved the ball to the Winona
State 23-yard line before stalling out and turning
the ball over on downs.
The Warriors (3-0, 6-1) took advantage and
scored first on a -1-yard touchdown dive by Alex
Wiese with four minutes, nine seconds remaining
in the first quarter.
The lead becaine 14-0 on a 76-yard touchdown
pass from Wrobel to Chris Samp, and then grew to
17-0 with a 25-yard field goal by Eric Kraus.
Bemidji got on the board before the half with a
touchdown run by Alvaro Carvajal, but WSU
quickly made it 24-7 with a touchdown dive by
Derek Malone.
The Beavers responded on the ensuing drive,
going 78 yards on 10 plays, capped by a 10-yard
touchdown scamper by conference-leading running back
Tyler Olson.
Following
another long
NSIC . 0'411 scoring pass
W LW . L.
from Wrobel
3-0 '6-1
Warriors
to
Samp, this
2-1
5-2
Bemidji State
time 71 yards,
Conccirdia-St.Paul 2-1
. 3 3 WSU looked
Northern State
SW Minn. State .... 1-2 ..
to be in con1-2
2 5.
Wayne State
1,5 trol of the
Mint. Crookston
game as it
0-3
0-7....
MS1J7Moorhead
drove for
another score near the end of the third quarter.
Things quickly turned around when BSU safety
Kyle Rambow picked off a Wrobel pass and took
off 74 yards for a touchdown to cut the Warriors'
lead to 31-21.
Winona State drove inside Bemidji's 40-yard
line on the next possession, but the drive stalled at
punter Pat Hurley was called out to pin BSU deep,
which he did with a punt to the 1-yard line.
Two plays later, Colin Charlson, Jim Stanek
and Roy Kratt teamed up to take Olson down in
the end zone for the Warriors' third safety of the
season, putting WSU up 33-21.
Things again appeared to be in control, but the
Warriors fumbled the kick and Bemidji recovered
at their own 40.
Quarterback Nathan Sannes quickly led the
Beavers down the field and brought BSU within
five points with a 27-yard touchdown strike to
Mike Nordyke.
The Warriors sealed the game with the next
drive, an 11-play, 65-yard, clock-killer that ended
with a 7-yard touchdown run by Wrobel, who also
converted the two-point conversion to make the
lead 13 points.
Winona State was ranked sixth in the Northwest Region and 16th on both the d2football.com
and football coaches national polls, but the newest
poll has the Warriors ranked fifth in the region.
The national polls aren't released until after the
Winonan's press time.
The top six teams in the region at the end of the
season all earn bids to the national playoffs with
the top two teams getting byes and the other four
teams playing for a spot against the top two.
If the season ended today, Winona State would
play at the University of North Dakota in the first
round, and the winner would travel to top-ranked
Grand Valley State University.
This week, Winona State entertains Northern
State University at Maxwell Field at Midwest
Wireless Field with kickoff set for 12:30 p.m.
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Chris Burke (top) tosses a frisbee during ultimate frisbee practice last week, while
team co-captian Shane Hohenstein (bottom) makes a running catch.

Ultimate Frisbee
is ultimate fun
Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

Frisbee sports at Winona
State University are taking off.
Just ask Dan Miller, a junior
athletic training major and captain of the men's Ultimate Frisbee club at Winona State.
"I've been playing for about
four years now, three at
Winona State," said Miller,
who didn't start the club at
WSU, but has brought a lot of
experience to it. "I got my start
in high school when I helped to
form a Twin Cities league that
is still going strong now."
Miller said the competition
level in a college league is
higher than what he saw in
high school, but it still isn't as
competitive as some higher
club leagues.
"We come out here to have
fun, get together and just stay
in shape," Miller said. "The
club leagues up in the cities are
amazing. We get sponsors and
stuff like that. The guys up

there are real serious about it."
At Winona State, the club
plays in about five warm-up
tournaments in the fall and the
official season begins in
spring. After the spring season,
the clubs compete at sections,
regionals and nationals if they
get that far.
This fall, the team has
already competed in four tournaments, but the biggest one of
the year, the 10th annual Hallowinona, is Oct. 30-31 in
Winona.
"We've got about 60 teams
coming this year," said Maria
Novacek, one of the captains
of the women's team, the Bad
Monaz, at Winona State. "It's
an extra tournament at the end
of the year for all of us to get
together. The captains and
alumni have been doing a lot to
get this tournament set up."
Like most people on the
team, Novacek had little to no
experience when she joined the
Bad Monaz her freshman year.
"My next-door neighbor

was going, and I just kind of
tagged along," said Novacek,
who is a junior human
resources major. "I had never
played before, so it was something new and I liked it. It just
grew on me.
"The people on the team are
awesome. It is so much fun to
go to tournaments and just
hang out and bond with everyone. It is definitely a close-knit
group."
Miller made a point to let
everyone know that although
Ultimate Frisbee is competitive, it's also supposed to be
fun, and anyone is welcome to
come and play.
"We're always looking for
recruits, and anyone who
wants to come out and have
fun is welcome," Miller said.
To get involved with the
team, contact Miller at
DJMiller5798@webmail.wino
na.edu or Novacek at
MANovace0635@webmail.wi
nona.edu .

Concordia
shuts down
WSU netters
Nationally-ranked Golden
Bears slam past Warriors
Dan

Chies

WINONAN

In its only match last week, the Winona State
University volleyball team was swept by Concordia-St. Paul, which is ranked No. 4 in the country
in the most recent coaches' poll.
The Warriors hosted the Golden Bears on Oct.
5 in McCown Gym, and lost by scores of
30-22, 30-18, and 30-21.
In the losing effort, Sara Goldstrand and Mindy
Peters combined for 32 of the team's 56 digs,
Molly Horihan had 10 kills, and Lisa Dobie had
28 assists.
It was the sixth straight loss for the Warriors,
and 12th loss in their last 14 matches. Winona
State's season record is 1-5 in the Northern Sun
Intercolleagiate Confernce and 6-16 overall.
On Thursday, the Warriors were supposed to
travel to La Crosse, Wis., to play Viterbo University, however a scheduling conflict on the Viterbo

end resulted in a cancelled match.
Winona State is at home against Upper Iowa
University tonight with the first serve scheduled
for 7 p.m.
The Warriors beat the Peacocks of Upper Iowa
3-1 on Sept. 21.
This week, the Warriors play one NSIC match,
taking another crack at Concordia-St. Paul on Saturday before traveling to Minnesota State University, Mankato on Tuesday for a nonconference
match.
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On the ball...0ops, screwed that one up
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Last week I learned that one way to
really upset a football coach is to pick
his team to lose.
I also found out that one way to make
a sports writer look like an ass is to
prove him wrong, just like the Winona
State University football team did to me
against Bemidji State University.
For those of you who don't know
what I'm talking about, last week on
these pages, I picked Bemidji State to
beat Winona State in a key Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference game.
My reasons for making this pick,
however preposterous it seems now,
were Bemidji State's high-octane
offense — which WAS averaging 44.8
points per game and an eye-popping

479 yards per game — and the young
Was it simply a jinx for picking
Winona State defense.
against the very team I root for when
Well, I am man enough to admit that
my prediction was wrong — very
wrong, this time around.
Winona State made the long drive to
Bemidji, which was another reason I
picked against the Purple & White, who
for most of the game, pounded the
Beavers — absolutely wiped the field
with them.
The Warriors slammed the Beavers
so hard, those two numbers I mentioned
Ian Stauffer
above dropped dramatically, including a
nose dive of 30 yards per game.
SPORTS EDITOR
After being so wrong with a pick, as
I was, I like to go back and figure out I'm not working? No, I don't think so.
where I screwed up and went astray.
Was it because a lot of people on

campus were upset with me, especially
certain individuals in the athletic department, and I was made to look a fool for
them? Again, no, I don't think so.
I think my mistake came in overestimating the Bemidji offense and underestimating the Winona defense.
With those big offensive numbers, I
should have known to look at which
teams the Beavers had played, and
where those big numbers came from.
I didn't look at Bemidji's schedule,
and it caught me in the butt.
As Winona State Coach Tom Sawyer
told me after the game, Winona State is
not Minot State or UW-River Falls —
two of the five teams the Beavers
slapped around earlier in the season.

No, Winona State is a solid football
team, ranked in the top-25 for a reason,
and I just made a bad prediction.
I, however, do not feel that I did any
diservice to my school or anything of
the sort.
I wasn't going against my university
in any way. It was a guess at the final
score of a football game, nothing else.
I know some people were upset, and
there was even a little unprofessional
and immature name-calling, but I can
take it. I know I make mistakes.
But believe me, I'll think a lot harder
before I pick against Coach Sawyer and
his Warriors again.
Contact Ian Stauffer at Winonan
Sports@hotmail.com

UMC's RB Rollins ends
Golden Eagles' streak
Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

It finally happened. It took
seven weeks, but it finally happened.
A University of Minnesota,
Crookston player has made the
top five this week.
R.J. Rollins, the Golden
Eagles' all-everything running
back/kicker/special teams standout tore up the Concordia-St.
Paul defense for 235 rushing
yards and two long touchdowns,
and added an extra point, to earn
24 points.
Other individuals who had
big weeks include quarterbacks
Toby Korrodi from Northern
State and Winona State's Brian
Wrobel. The two signal callers
who will face off in Winona this
week in the marquee NSIC
matchup of the week.
Last year Northern had a
good first quarter-and-a-half
against Winona's defense in the
Metrodome Classic, but the
experienced Warriors figured
Korrodi out and dominated the
rest of the game.
Other games send Southwest
Minnesota State to Wayne State,
MSU-Moorhead to ConcordiaSt. Paul and UM-Crookston to
Bemidji State.
Standings
Rick Solem (WDN)
512
Greg White (KQAL)
467
Ian Stauffer (Winonan)
410
Adam Crowson (Winonan) 407
Dan Chies (Winonan)
358
John Huggenvik (Winonan) 241

Top 5 from Week 7
CSP defense: (30 points)
Concordia sacked the quarterback eight times and forced one
turnover in a 36-13 win over
Crookston.
Toby Korrodi, QB, NSU:
(27 points) The sophomore quarterback threw for 290 yards and
four touchdowns and lost a fumble in a win over Wayne State.
Brian Wrobel, QB, WSU:
(26 points) Winona's quarterback returned from a knee injury
to throw for 363 yards and two
scores while running for 66
yards and another touchdown.
NSU defense: (25 points)
The Wolves forced four
turnovers and got two sacks in a
37-23 win over Wayne State.
R.J. Rollins, RB/K, UMC:
(24 points) The multi-talented
Rollins makes the first appearance by a Crookston player this
season after rushing for 235
yards and two touchdowns and
kicking an extra point against
Concordia.
Ian's Picks for Week 8
■ Last week: I was 3-1 last
week, my only wrong prediction
being Bemidji State over
Winona State. I certainly won't
make the mistake of picking
against the young Warriors'
defense again, and I will be
sketchy on picking the Bemidji
State offense to do anything
against a good defense. My season total is now 8-4 after three
weeks.
■ Northern State at
Winona State: An inconsistent

offense and an invisible defense
have cost Northern State a shot
to compete for the NSIC crown
this year. Add that to Winona
State's amazing 23-game home
winning streak, and the Wolves
don't have a chance against the
Warriors' tough defense and
speedy offense.
■ Southwest Minnesota
State at Wayne State: After
losses to the two best teams in
the conference to open the season, Southwest had a coming
out party last week against
Moorhead. The Mustangs
allowed the Dragons just 227
yards while piling up 520 of
their own. I expect the Mustangs
to win this one.
■ MSU-Moorhead at Concordia: The schedule gets
tougher and tougher for MSUMoorhead. After starting the
season with Northern and
Wayne, the Dragons go to Concordia and then come home to
play Winona and Bemidji before
closing with Crookston. If
Moorhead wins any of those
games, which I don't think they
will, it will be against Crookston. Concordia will have no
problems with the new NSIC
bottom feeder.
■ UM-Crookston at
Bemidji State: After taking a
whoopin' at home against
Winona State, the Beavers
offense will recover this week
against a much-maligned Golden Eagles' team. An angry
Bemidji State team should win
this game in a blowout, this time
I'm sure of it.

Women's golf second
to Mustangs at NSIC
Three WSU
golfers earn
all-conference
Dan Chies
WINONAN

WILLMAR, Minn. — The
Winona State University
women's golf team wrapped up
their fall season with a very successful weekend at the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
Championship, held at the Eagle
Creek Golf Course.
It was the perfect time for the
team's best finish of the year, as
the Warrior women finished second overall and earned three allconference medals.
It is the sixth straight year the
team has placed second at the
fall conference meet, and the
second consecutive year the
Warriors have had three all-conference award winners.
The three medalists for
Winona State were Alyssa
Halvorson and Nikki Wilson

(T5th, 254) and Samantha Wolf
(T7th, 256).
Only the top eight spots
earned the all-conference tag,
and after two rounds, 17 golfers
had a shot at those eight spots.
Winona State coach Robert
Newberry had nothing but praise
for his award winners, saying
"Those three should be congratulated on their performance.
They came through under
pressure."
Halvorson and Wolf were the
only Winona players to card
rounds under 80 and Wolf's
78 tied her lowest of the year.
As a team, Winona shot
1,021 over three rounds, 31 shots
back of leading Southwest Minnesota State University.
"I am very proud of the effort
put forth this fall by all the
ladies," Newberry said. "They
worked very hard over the summer and through the fall and our
consistency as a team showed
that."
Rounding out the varsity
scoring for Winona, Jennifer
Watters placed 13th with
263 and Holly McKenzie tied for
21st with 269.

"All five of our top players
lowered their averages from last
year," Newberry said. "Golf is a
hard game to improve on when
you are good to start with, so
their advances are impressive."
Three other golfers for
Winona were Jill Staudt
(16th, 265), Mari Nielson
(T17th, 267) and Jessica Nelson
(T21st, 269).
"We were expecting to finish
second, but the team was happy
with our performance," Wolf
said. "I think we showed the
depth of our team by getting
three all-conference medals for
the second straight year."
The championship was the
last fall action for the women,
who will pick up their clubs
again in the spring.
"I'm happy for my teammates," Watters said. "Maybe I
didn't play the best I could have,
but three of us got all-conference, so that's really good for the
team's confidence."
The first spring tournament is
scheduled for late May. Coming
next week: highlights from the
fall season and the team's reaction.

Doug Sundin/WINoNAN

Winona State forward Holly Sutton (3) dribbles the ball with Bemidji State's Megan
Wallner (25) defending (top); Winona State's Anne Lauterer collides with a Bemidji
defender Sunday at Maxwell Field at Midwest Wireless Field.

Soccer gets three shutouts
By Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

After a solid nonconference
season, the 2004 Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
domination has begun for the
Winona State University
women's soccer team.
Winona State has not lost
more than one NSIC game in
any of the last six seasons, and
that figures to be the case this
year with the Warriors as the
strongest team in the conference.
Winona State started the
conference controlling last
weekend with a pair of wins,
including a 6-0 win against the
University of Minnesota,
Crookston on Saturday in the
conference opener.
"We are calling this a

rebuilding year because we
have a lot of younger players,
but to win while we're rebuilding is great," WSU coach Ali
Omar said. "I don't want to disrespect the girls and say I am
surprised, but these girls are
making it much easier on me to
build a solid team."
Winona State also got a 2-0
win over Bemidji State on Sunday.
Three of the top six scorers
for Winona State (2-0-0 NSIC,
9-2-2 overall) are freshman and
one is a sophomore, but perhaps
the biggest impact the freshmen
have made is on defense.
One freshman starts on
defense and two others start at
midfield, while three other firstyear players see significant
playing time.
Junior forward Amy Budish

is the leading scorer with six
goals and three assists, followed by sophomore forward
Abbey Bollig with four goals
and six assists. Freshmen Kayla
Walters and Holly Sutton follow with 10 and seven points
respectively.
"It's getting to the point now
where we are expecting our
younger players to play well,"
Omar said. "This team has been
together for the entire season,
and we've got a steady mix of
solid players who can play pretty much anywhere on the field.
I'm comfortable with anyone
we put back on defense."
For the older players on the
team, including Budish — the
Warriors' leading scorer so far
— and junior forward/midfielder Aubrey Dirks, the quick
deve opment of the younger
players offers a chance to
win conference and
maybe go the national
tournament this season,
even if it is a rebuilding
year.
"It is amazing for us
to be doing as well as we
are," said Dirks, who is
the eighth leading scorer
on the team. "A record
like the we have was
totally unexpected when
the season started. The
freshmen came in, and
they are already playing
at the next level.
"They really understand what's going on,
and honestly, I'm getting
older, and I think they
might be covering for me
a little bit."
Winona State continues the conference
schedule this weekend
with games at Minnesota
State University, Moorhead on Saturday and at
Northern State University on . Sunday.
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While football was on the road,
the volleyball and soccer teams
dominated a week of women's
athletics at Winona State
(clockwise from top left): A
Winona State midfielder pushes
past Bemidji State's Lindsey
Natwick (10); the Warriors' Pam
Kowall gets under a serve from
Concordia-St. Paul; freshman
Holly Sutton (3) and junior
Aubrey Dirks celebrate a goal
against Bemidji State; Winona
State hitter Crystal Otte (15) tips
a kill over the net while Kelsey
Kyro (5) defends; Sara Goldstrand spreads out and goes
low to get under a kill attempt
from Concordia-St. Paul; Warriors freshman Lindsey
Opgenorth (20) tries to get past
Megan Wallner (25) on her way
to the goal. Photos by Doug
Sundin and text by Ian Stauffer.
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It's Parents Weekend!
Welcome Parents to
Wi ona State
niversity

We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Not responsible for typographic 3I errors.
PI ices good thru 10/19/04

Country Market

Midtown Foods

only 3
blocks
from
West Campus

Lourdes

Renting for 2005
3 & 4 Bedroom
Apartments
Call 452-0362

jae,<:..
/14,„

YOPLAIT

LIGHT YOGURT
6 oz.
5/$2 00

R FRESH

Ei REACH (24oz.)
with each pound of
deli meat or
cheese purchased
(Deli Department)
76
-raiisAL,, Can ---Market

7(1
Midtown
Country Market
Foods

.

—

f

$T15-56
LITTLE DEBBIE

MB NMI EMI

IOW

=II =II II=

#1351

-

DOLE

CLASSIC
SALAD MIX

Limit 2 boxes with coupon. Limit 1 coupon
per customer. Expires 10/19/04.

Limit 1 bag with coupon. Limit 1 coupon
per customer. Expires 10/19/04.

Midtown
CourM Matket
yaws

-

NMI

Mal

MIN

MI

MI

ME

MN MN

ME

ME

MEI

TOMBSTONE
9-inch PIZZA
Limit 1 per coupon. Limit 1 coupon
per customer. Expires 10/19/04.

Limit 1 Pizza with coupon. Limit 1 coupon
per customer. Expires 10/19/04.

S

Mos I &OM Sova.roary lats

ME NM - EMI

11= - MI NMI

MI6

MN 1=0 IIIIIIII I ■1
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NMI

Also available at Midtown Foods and Country Market
Available 7 days a week
Made fresh every day

BLOCKBUSTER Video

ticketmaster
Film Processing ATM Machines Money Orders (available
at Country Market)

